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ABSTRACT

Self stabilizing protocols for distributed systems in the shared memory model are
defined and studied. The protocols presented here improve upon previous protocols in
two ways: Ftrst, it is assumed that the only atomic ol>erations are either read <r write ~
the shared memory. Second, our protocols work for dynamic networks, in which the
topology of lhe network may change during the execution.

Three dynamic self-stabilizing protocols are presented. The first protocol is a
spanning tree protocol for systems with any connected communication graph. The
second protocol is a mutual exclusion protocol for tree structured systems. The third
protocol is a self stabilizing protocol for mutual exclusion, for systems with a general
(connected) communication graph. This last protocol is obtained by combining the previous two protocols. The combination employs a simple technique called/air protocol
composition. which is enabled by both the self-stability and by the flexibility of
dynamic protocols.
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1. Introduction

Self Stabilizing protocols add fault tolerance power to distributed systems. A self stabilizing system which is started
from any arbitrary initial configliration regains its consistency and demonstrates legal behavior by itself, without any
kind of an outside intervention. Two important advantages of self stabilizing systems are:
(I)

A self stabilizing system need not be initialized to any particular configuration. When the system is started
from an arbitrary configuration it self stabilizes into a legal configuration.

(2)

A self stabilizing system can recover from transient bugs, bugs which change the state of one or more components of the system but keep those components in working order. When a transient bug occurs the system
looses its consistency and enter a somewhat arbitrary configuration, while all its components are still correct
Following the occurrence of a transient bug a self stabilizing system will reach a legal configuration and continue execution.

In most papers on self stabilizatiqn, distributed systems are modeled by a set of state machines. Each state machine
resides on a node of the system's COml1lllnication Graph. Its transition function depends on its own state, and on the
states of its neighbors which it can observe. The terms system and protocol are used interchangeably to denote a set
of some specific state mach.ines which operate on some communication graph.
In his pioneering paper [Di74], Dijkstra defined the class of self stabilizing protocols and presented three selfstabilizing protocols for the mutual exclusion problem. Dijkstra's protocols work for a system whose communication
graph is a directed ring. A processor in such a system knows which edge enters its node and which edge is leaving it,
communication along such an edge goes in both directions. Following Dijkstra several more works were done in this
area. Self stabilizing protocols for mutual exclusion on a directed ring (or a directed chain) are presented in

[BGW87], [BPS7], and [BuS7]. A self stabilizing protocol for some variant of the mutual exclusion problem on tree
structured systems is presented in [Kr79]. A self stabilizing muwal exclusion protocol for systems with arbitrary
communication graphs is presented in [Tc8l]. This protocol requires an extensive programming work for every individual system since it is recursively composed of protocols defined over covering subgraphs of the original communication graph.
All self stabilizing protocols in the references above are variants of mutual exclusion protocols. This trend is
so strong that many times, mutual exclusion is presented as an inherent requirement for self stabilization. In this
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paper we redefine the concept of self stabilizing protocol. In the new definition the requirements for self stabilization
of a protocol are defined in a general way and are separated from its task (see [KP89l, [BGM89l for other such
definitions). Furthermore, we present a self stabilizing protocol whose task is to find a spanning ttee of the system's
communication graph.
To model lite behavior of a real distributed system we use lite interleaving model. In this model processors are
activated by a scheduler according to some rules. Whenever a processor is activated by the scheduler it executes a
single atomic step which is the "smallest" step that a processor executes uninterrupted. To ensure correctness of our
protocols we regard the scheduler as an adversary and require the protocol to be correct in all possible executions.
The nature of the rules by which the scheduler activates processors and the atomicity level it allows, determines its
power. We hereby list three common types of schedulers which are used in the literature and describe their properties.

Central Demon:
This scheduler is defined by [Di74]. In each activation it activates a single processor. The activated processor
executes an atomic step which is composed of reading lite states of all its neighbors, deciding whether to
change its state, and then move to its new state. During execution of this step no other processor is allowed any
action.
Such an atomicity may pose difficult hardware problems and may cause delays in execution. Subsequent protocols
were designed to avoid those implementation difficulties, by assuming a weaker type of scheduler, called:

Distributed Demon:
This scheduler defined in [BGW87] and further studied in [Bu87]. In each activation the distributed demon
activates a subset of the system's processors. All activated processors execute a single atomic step simul~
ously. That is, they all read the states of all their neighbors, decide whether to change their state, and then
move to their new state.
In this work we further relax the limitations on the scheduler. We assume the most basic atomicity level by defining
the more realistic:

ReadlWrite Demon:
In litis model a processor has no direct access to the state of its neighbors. The only way to pass information
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from one processor

to

another is via the use of shared registers. The only atomicity requirement is: AU

shared registers are serializable with respect to read/write operations. This fine level of atomicity allows
us to assume, without loss of generality, that at any given time exactly one atomic step is executed in the entire
system. Hence the read/write demon always- activates a single processor. The activated processor executes
some internal computation followed by either a write operation or by a read operation, but not by both. The
present work is the first time in which readlwrite demon is used in the context of self stabilization.
The use of read/write demon introduces a new kind of difficulties in implementing protocols, due to the possibility
that a processor's move may be affected by outdated values. In fact, we will show that protocols that are self stabilizing in a trivial sense under distributed demon, are not self stabilizing in the presence of read/write demon.
The use of shared registers enables us to considerably extend the applicability of self stabilizing protocols,
which is another point we address here. As will be shown, the previous models are quite limited. In particular, in
these models, impossibility of symmetry breaking prevents the existence of self stabilizing mutual exclusion protocols in certain topologies (e.g. undirected rings), even in the presence of the central demon. The use of a separate
register for each edge in our system, enables us to break symmetry by letting the processors write different values to
(registers read by) different neighbors. Moreover, in our

mod~l

it is possible to design self stabilizing protocols in

which the program of each processor depends only on the number of links connected to it (and their directions, if
they are directed). Using this property, dynamic protocols in which a processor's program

~commodates

the

changes in its locm topology (the number and direction of its links) can be designed. Such protocols can be applied
to dynamic systems, whose topology may change during execution. No rcinitialization is needed following any such
change in topology.
Using read/write demon, we present three self stabilizing dynamic protocols. The task of the first protocol is to
construct a rooted spanning tree of the system's communication graph. This protocol does not assume any special
communication graph. The second protocol achieves mutual exclusion on tree struewred systems. Both these protocols assume the most basic atomicity level, that is read and write atomicity only. We then proceed to introduce Fair

Protocol Composition as a basic design tool for self stabilizing protocols. This work is concluded by using fair protocol composition to combine the two aforementioned protocols into a single self stabilizing dynamic protocol for
mutual exclusion in general graphs. This last protocol enjoys the same atomicity and dynamic properties as its two
subprotoeols.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the fonnal model and formal requirements for self

stabilization are presented. In Section 3 we discuss the relation between our model and previous models which were
used for self stabilizing systems. and give some evidence to justify our choice of model. In sections 4 and 5 self stabilizing spanning tree protocol and a mutual exclusion on a dynamic tree protocol are presented. In Section 6 the two
protocols are combined to obtain the final protocol. Concluding rerruuts are brought in Section 7.
2. Model and Requirements

2.1. Static Systems and Protocols

A distributed system consists of n processors. denoted by Pl. P 2 ••••• PII' Each processor resides on a node of the
system's Communication Graph. Some (or all) links of the communication graph may be directed. meaning that for
each such link the two· processors on its endpoints agree on its direction: one is designated as the link's head and the
other as the link's tail. Two processors which reside on two neighboring nodes of the communication graph are
called neighbors. Neighbors communicate between themselves by the use of shared communication registers. Every
communication register is atomic (serializable) with respect to read and write operations, that is all read and write
actions to the same register can be serialized in time. For the rest of this paper we use the term register for communication register. For evuy processor P, the registers of P are those registers to which P writes. Each processor is a
RAM (as defined in first section of [AHU74]). The processors are anonymous, they do not have identities: the subscripts 1•... ,n are used for ease of notation only. The program of each processor is composed of atomic steps. An
atomic step of a processor consists of an internal computation followed by a read or a write action, but not both.
Each processor has an mtemal register called program counter (pc). The pc of each processor always points to the
next atomic step to be executed by that processor.
A protocol for a system is a collection of programs for all processors in it. When no ambiguity occurs, we
identify processors with their programs and refer by P j to the i-th processor together with its program. One can look
at such a processor as a state-machine. A state,

Sj.

of a processor, p;. is defined by the contents of its memory,

including the pc. In some cases, like in the protocol presented in section 5, the processor's states are not all possible
memory configurations, but only a subset of these configurations that satisfy certain properties. In such cases one
should prove that these properties are invariants of the protocol. Denote by Sj the set of states of Pj. Given a system
we associate with each shared register r the set of symbols 1:, that can be stored in r (the set 1:,. is not necessarily
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finite). A configuration of the system is the vector of states of all processors and the contents of all registers. Denote
by C=(S 1 x S 2 X

•••

S" x ~ x ... x r,..) (where m is the number of shared registers in the system), the set of all pos-

sible configurations of the system.
Processor activity is managed by the read/write demon. In any given configuration the demon activates a single processor which executes a single atomic step. Let Cl and

C2

be two configurations of the system where

C2

is

reached from c 1 by a single atomic step of a single processor. We denote this fact by c 1 ~c 2. An execution E of the
system is an infinite sequence of configurations E =c 1 , C2,

•••

where

Cj~Cj+l

for i = 1 ,2, .... A schedule is a

sequence of processor subscripts. For any execution E, we define the schedule of E as the sequence of processor
subscripts, which correspond to the order of the atomic steps taken by the processors during E. Note that an execution is uniquely determined by its initial configuration and by its schedule. For example if E is started by an action of

Pj then the subscript j is first in its corresponding schedule. An (infinite) schedule S isfair if every processor subscript appears in S infinitely often. Afair execution is an execution whose schedule is fair.
2.2. Self Stabilization
In this section we define the requirements from a self stabilizing distributed protocol. The new definition includes the

one in [Di74], but appears to be more general. A self stabilizing system is characterized by its capability of demonstrating behavior sometimes after it is started from any arbitrary configuration. A natural way to model legal
behavior of a system is by specifying a set of legal sequences of configurations. Each execution of the system should
eventually demonstrate legal behavior by having some ltgat sequence as its suffix. Hence we define a task LS to be a
set of sequences of system configurations which are called legal sequences. The set of legal sequences which constitute some task depends both on the aim of the protocol and on the system. For instance, the mutual exclusion task
for some system is identified with the set of sequences of system configwitions which satisfy: In each configuration
there is at most one processor in its critical section, and every processor is in its critical section in infinitely many
configurations. In this spirit we define:

[Self Stabilization]

Let LS be a task, that is a set of sequences of system configurations. A protocol for the system is self stabilizing with
respect to LS if every infinite fair execution of the protocol has a suffix in LS.
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This definition is not necessarily the strongest definition for self stabilization. A stronger one uses the notion of
a safe configuration: A configuration c of a system is safe with respect to a task LS if any fair execution of the pr0tocol, starting from c belongs to LS. Our definition does not exclude from LS sequences in which no safe configuration
is ever reached. In executions which do not include a safe configuration there is always a danger that the system
"deviates" to a "bad" configuration. In any fair execution the number of such deviations is guaranteed to be finite but
the system is never "safe". We choose to adopt this definition since it appears to make the presentation clearer. However, as we shall point out, our protocols are self stabilizing also according to the following stronger definition:
[Strong Self Stabilization]
A protocol is strongly self stabilizing if starting from any system configuration, it evenblally reaches a safe

configuration.
A distinction between two different kinds of self stabilizations appears first in [BGM89]. There, the two kinds are
called Pseudo Self Stabilization and Self Stabilization. The distinction between self stabilization and strong selfsta-

bilization in our definitions is similar to that of [BGM89].
2.3. Dynamic Systems

A system is dynamic if its communication graph may change during execution. The changes we allow are any kind
of addition or deletion of a link or a node of the system's communication graph. Changes to a self stabilizing system
should be regarded as just another kind of transient bugs. In other wOlds, the self stabilizing properties of the system
should be strong enough to allow the system to stabilize itself some time after the last topology change is done. A
topology change should be a very local mauer. We would not wish, for instance, that due to a topology change in one
part of the system many processors in other parts of the system would change their programs. Also we would not

wish the program of a processor to depend on its location in the network. Therefore, it is very natural to require that
the program of a processor depends only on the number and directions of its attached links.
DiJ1cstra [Di74] has noticed that when all processors are identical. there are topologies for which it is impossible

to

break symmetry. To overcome this difficulty we adopt the approach of [Di74] and subsequent works, and

assume that exactly one of the processors in the system is a special processor, the rest of the processors are identical.
Our protocols should be correct for any possible choice of special processor. These considerations are summed up in

the following Uniformity condition:
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IUDilonaity]

(a) Exactly one processor in the system is a special processor.
(b) Jbe program of each processor depends only on its being or not being a special processor, and the number

and directions of its incident links. (i.t(., the number and directions of incident links are considered as a param-

eaer of the program of each pi'ocessor).
3. DiIeuaion 01 the Model
A mutual exclusion proIOCOl for 8 distributed system can be defined as follows: Each processor in the system has a

critical section of code (which is, in general, not a part of the protocol). It is required that, during execution of the
proIOCOl, at any given configuration there is at most one processor in its critical section, and that every processor that

wishes to enter its critical section, eventually enters iL A processor which can either enter its critical section or which
is abeady in its critical section is called privileged. This definition implies that a processor can decide from its local

\Wiables whether it is privileged or noL Furthennore, the same definition also implies that a privileged processor
cannot lose its privilege by any action of another processor. The only way in which a privileged processor may

bec:ome ur1Jrivileged is by changing the values wriuen in some of its registers, since this is the only way in which a
processor can inform the OUISidc world Ihat it is not in its critical section any more.
In most of the previous works on self stabilizing protocols for mutual exclusion (e.g. [Di74, Kr79, BGW87,
Bu87]), the following three assumptions are used (sometimes implicitly):
(a)

All proces$OrS but one are identical.

(b)

Each processor 'can write to a unique register, called its stale. This register is accessible for reading by the
processor's neighbors.

(c)

Either a centnll demon or a distributed demon is used. In both models a processor may read its neighbors'
states and move to a new state in a single atomic operation. For this reason these models do not require the use

of inlmlal variables to store the values read by a processor.
Assumption (8) above was mentioned in the previous section, and is uIso used in our model. Our model does
not use asswnption (b). Instead it assumes that communication along each link is conducted by two registers. Each of

these registers is wriuen to by one processor and read from by the other. The reason for this change is demonstrated
by the following lemma, which shows Ihat assumption (b) severely restricts the topologies for which mutual
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exclusion self stabilizing pro~ls exist
Lemma 3.1: Under assumption (a) - (b) above, there is no self stabilizing mutual exclusion protocol for undirected
rings, or for rings whose edges are directed but not necessarily in 8 consistent way.

Proof: Consider 8 four processor ring as described in Figure 3.1 where P 2 and P 3 are identical processors. Assume
that P 2 and P 3 "think" that PI is their left neighbor and P 4 is their right neighbor. Starting the system with P 2 and

P 3 in the same state it is easy to see that in the (fair) schedule (P l,P 4'P2'P 3)- every step taken by P 2 is followed
by the same step taken by P 3. Hence P 2 and P 3 eitheJ' enter the critical section togethel' infinitely often, or are
starved. In both cases the system never demonstrates a normal behavior or in other words: For this system there

exists no self stabilizing protocol for mutual exclusion. Similarly, in case of a directed tree system which is not a
directed path (e.g. the system depicted in Figure 3.2) no self stabilizing mutual exclusion protocol exists. For this
reason in [Kr79l, where these systems were studied, did not solve the mutual exclusion problem but some variant of
it
Insen figures 3.1 and 3.2 here
The impossibility result of Lemma 3.1 holds even in the presence of a central demon. In contrast, using

8

separate

regislei' for each neighbor enables us to present such protocols for every (in fact, for dynamic) topology, assuming
only read/write atomicity.
Consider now assumption (c) above. Two

types

of schedulers were assumed in previous works: The central

demon and the disbibuted demon. Brown ,Gouda and Wu [BGW871, and Bums [Bu87l, designed protocols that
have lIie following nOn-interfering property: Once a processor can move from one state to anothel', it will make that
move regardless of any furthel' steps taken by othez processors. In [BGW891 it is proved that a self-stabilizing noninterfering protocol is guaranteed to stabilize under disbibuted demon.
It should be noted that one step of the distributed demon in which m processors move simultaneously can be
simulated by our model: First let each of the m processors read all its neighbors' states, and then let them all move to
their new states. Using this simulation, it is not hard to show that every mutual exclusion protocol that is self stabil-

izing for read/write demon is also self stabilizing for distributed demon. The opposite is not true, since read/write
demon can generate more general schedules: For example 8 schedule of two processors PI and P 2 • starting with PI
reading, then P 2 writing and

~ng, and

then PI writing. We demonstrate below that a repeated application of
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such a schedule may prevent stabilization from a protocol that is Irivia1ly self stabilizing when assuming distributed
(or cenqal) demon. We denote the protocol used for this demonstration as the balance-unbalance protocol. This is
probably the simplest possible IX'Otoeol for mutual exclusion. It is designed for a system of two processors. PI and
P 2 • which are connected by a link. Each processor has two states. denoted by 0 and 1. The configuration of a sys-

tem is defined by the states

(SI's2)

of PI and P 2 respectively. Thus. the system has four possible configurations:

(0.0).(1,0),(1.1),(0,1). The transition function of PI 1UIbalmu:e.r the system i.e. transfers (0.0) to (1.0) and (1.1) to
(0,1), the transitions of P:1 balance the system i.e. transfer (0,1) to (0,0) and (1,0) to (1,1). PI (P 2) is privileged iff

the link is'balanced (unbalanced).

Insert Figure 3.3 here

Consider now an execution of the potocol, assuming dislributed (or central) demon. In any possible
configuration, exactly one of the processors can change its state - the privileged processor. By changing its Slate, it

passes the privilege to its neighbor. Thus. starting with any configuration of the system, and regardless the specific
behavior of the demon, the system will repeatedly change its configUration according to the cycle «0,0), [pI writes],
(1,0), [P 2 writes], (1,1), [P 1 writes], (0,1), [P 2 writes], (0,0». Therefore. this protocol is a self stabilizing mutual

exclusion protocol in the strongest posSIble sense: There is a unique legitimate sequence of configurations, such that
every posSIble execution of the protocol is a suffix of this sequence. In away, this protocol is well known and is a
simplified version of protocols presented in [Di74], [Kr79].[PF77].£Bu87].
Consider now executions of this protocol under the read/write demon. The behavior of each processor is now
determined not only 1:?Y its state and its neighbor state. It is detetmined also by the next atomic step to be executed.
i.e. read or write. Moreover, in order to determine the value that a processor is going to write. one must also know
the last value read by iL

To avoid confllSion, we use here the term status to denote the full information describing the processor
behavior, while reserving the term state to denote the values 0 or 1 written in its register. The status of processor PI
is described by the following components: {the state of PI' the last state of P 2 read by P I' the next action to be ex~
cuted by PI}' A sample execution of the

baI~unbaiance

protocol is demonstrated in Figure 3.3. In this figure

each pucessor is represented by a circle; the' Slate of a processor is written in the box adjacent to that circle; the last
value read by the processor and the next atomic operation it is going to perfonn are written in that circle.
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A configuration of the system is a pair of the processors stabJSCS (shown in Figure 3.3 as a horizontal pair of
processors). It should be noted that now it is possible to have statuses in which both processors are privil.eged, e.g. it

is possl'ble to have the SIabJS «(O,O,write) (O,l,write}), meaning that the actual states of PI and P 2 are both 0, but as
a result of a tmnsient bug, P 2 "thinks" that the state of P I is 1 (this status is depicted in the uppermost pair of Figure
3.3). Note !hat in this configuration both P I and P 2 are privileged, and hence the system is not stabilized. We bring
here a fair execution. starting from the above configuration, in which the system nevez stabilizes. In fact during this

execution the two processors are simultaneously privileged infinitely often.
«(O,O,write) (O,l,write})[P 2 writes], «(O,O,write) (l,l,read})[P 2 reads], «(O,O,write) (l,O,write})[P I writes],
({l,O,read) O,O,write})[P I reads], «(1,l,write) (l,O,write})[P 2 writes], (0,1 ,write} {O,O,read})[P 2 reads],
«(1,l,write) (O,l,write})[P 1 writes], «(O,l,R1d) (O,l,write})[P 1 reads], «(O,o,write) (O,l,write})[P 2 writes],
The first four operations of this execution are depicted in Figure 3.3. In this figure privileged processors are double

circled, the processor which is scheduled to operate is pointed to by an arrow.
The part of the execution presented above starts and tenninates with the same configuration and can be duplicated infinitely often to achieve an infinite fair execution. In half of the configuration in this infinite execution P 1 and

P 2 are about to chanac their state simultaneously, and hence are both privileged, and may enter their aitical section
together.
Our self stabilizing protocol for mutual exclusion in directed trees, presented in Section 5, is based on a

corrected version of the balance-unbalance protocol.
4, A Spanning Tree Protocol
In this protocol evezy pair of neighb9rs, PI and PJ communicate by using two shared registers, 'ii and 'ii' Processor
PI (PJ) writes into 'v ('Jl) and reads from 'Ii ('4/)' All links incident to each processor Pi are ordered by some arbitrary ordering Ooj. The collection of all these orderings is denoted by a = (ai' ...

,a..).

The ordering Ooj induces in a

natural wayan ordering of the neighbors of Pj.
The spanning tree protocol is a disbibuted BFS protocol. The output spanning tree is a BFS tree of the com-

munication graph of the system. This spanning tree is rooted at the special processor of the system, which is caUed
·the ,oot processor.
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A graph may have more than a single BFS tree rooted at the same node. Let G (V, E) be a graph with orderings
a= (a1t~, •.• a.) of the neighbors of each node vie V and a root VI e V. Define the FiTst BFS TTU of G relative 10

v I and a 10 be a BFS tree, rooted at v I" In case a node, Vi of distance d +1 from v 1 has more than one neigh1xx' of
distance d from VI' V, is connected 10 its first neighbor, according to as, among all its neighbors whose distance from
v 1 is d. The protocol always produces the First BFS 'Tree of the system's communication graph, with respect to the

Toot processor and to the (arbitrary) orderings a of the neighbors of every processor.
Each regislei' Tq is composed of two fields. The Tq/atl¥T field, which is a binary field, and the Ti).distance
field which stores a positive integer. Once the output tree is constructed it is encoded by means of the registers as follows: If the value of TlJ/tIllwT is 1 then (the node ot) PJ is the "father" of (lite node ot) Pi in the tree. At the same
lime Tlj.distmtce holds die disaancc between Pi and the Toot processor.

Each processor Pi keeps an intunal variable for each neighbor. 1bc intuna1 variable, corresponding to the
neighbor PJ is denoted by iTji. This variable stores the last value of Tji that was read by Pi. The two fields of iTji are
denoted by iTji/al1ter and iTji'distl»Iu respectively. The code of the protocol, for the root and for the other poces-

sors, appears in Figure 4.1. In writing the code for processor Pi we assume that it has k neighbors, onb'ed according
to CIi. The purpose of the boolean variable firstJound is to make sure by the end of each pass of Ihe loop rhat each

processor has a single father.
Root: do forever
for m:=ll0 k do write T.:=<O,O>;
od
Other: do forever
for m:=l 10 k do iT... := read (T.);
firstJound:=FALSE;
(-)
dist:= min (iT• .dist)+l;
for m:=llOk
do
II not firstJound and ir... .distance=dUt-l

then
write T.:=<1,dist >;
firstJound:=TRU~;

else
write T.:=<O,dist >;
od

od

Flgure 4.1: The Spanning Tree Protocol for Pi.
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In order to prove Ibat the JWC*lCOI is self llabilizing we fiJlt define the laSt LSI' of legal sequences. We choose
to include in this set every sequence of configurations in which every configuration encodes the first BFS tree as

defined above. The foUowins lemma eaeatially show. Ibat the spIIUling tree protocol is lICK stabilizing relative to
IST.

Lem.a ".1: Let Pi be .. lIbiuay processor whose distance from die rool is I and let Pj be an arbitrary neighbor of
Pi' Let E-CO,CI'

•••

be .. artlitnry fair execution of the protocol. For every integet'

d~ there exist I~

sucb that:

For every integer I, I~~, the configuration c, satisfies the following ~QIIS:
(a)

If I S d Ihen rq.dillallCe = I.

(b)

If I ~ d then r/l/allfer bas the "rigbt" value. Tbat is: if PJ is the first neigbbor of Pi (using ~) of distance 1-1
from the lOOt then r/lltJIlttr -I, and 0IherwiIe rillatlter

(c)

If I < d then Irji .. rji.

(d)

If I> d Ihen rU.dUlOIICe > d.

II:

O.

Proof: We prove tho 1hecnrn by induction over do In abe proof we use the fact that due to the fairness of E every

processor is actiVllCd in E infinitely often.
Base Case (d=O): The only node of diSlaDCe 0 from the root is the root itself. Asswne that the root has k neighbors.
After k activations of the root all its

.saen

store abe value

< 0.0 > . The valuca stored in the registers of the root

will not be changed any more. This compleces the proof o( assertion (a). Assertion (b) is aI$O satisfied since no pr0cessor is the "falbcr" of die root. Assertion (c) holds vacUf)US11 for d\e base case, since there are no processors of distance < 0 from the root.
To prove assation (d) DOle chat all value. lund in the disltI1I£e fields of all resisters are non-negative. Therefore the value of the variable dUl computed in line (*) of the protocol of all non-root proccsson is always > O. In
particular whenever a value i. wriaen in any tepter by a non-root processor its dislance field is always

~

1. Again,

by the fairness of E each processor eventually writes in aU its regist«s. Once' this happenS the distance fields of all
registers of all non-root pocessors remain positive forever, hence assertion (d) is also satisfied.
Induction Step: Let I~ be 811 inteF such that for every I ~ '4, configuration c, satisfies assertions (8) - (d) for some
integer d, d > O. We show the existence of some integer 14+1 such that for every integer I ~ I~+I configuration

satisfies assertions (a) - (d) ford+1.
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Ifdlo~'olP, fmat!berootistl+l

eben'" iIa~areofdi"lnCC

~d&om tbcroot. Moreover P,

has _least . . . . . . . . wlIOIo dilllQCe front the root is cuedy d. By ..,wn (a) of die induction hypothesis. fQr

r.. ~ ... it boIdI that ibis value dRcl in r"..diIttIIICC

every Pa of dilllDCe if

in c~ and all subsequent

coofiguratiml is d. By ~(d) of the ~ h~ fCll' evtzY P, of d.istanee > tl from

the root, it holds

that the YIIuc __ .. ~• .JiiiuMce in C;" andaJ1.lubIcqucnl configumlionl is > tl.1bcrefore. whenever Pi executes
line (*) after c4l' die vaiue ~ CD die vWblcdLrt is~y tl*l. Once ~ value is written mall registers of Pi.
asstltions (a) end (b) bold for

P,. 1be same. balds for lI11 pocessclQ·of ~ tl+l {rom the root. Hence there is a

configuratioq cl ieIdIed.bY·'dIe .,....such .... for evety confi~ c following Ct.-assem.ons (a) and (b) are

satisfied for aU ~ of cllIIRCC d+ll'rom the root.
It is eIIY ID._ IbM from c1 . . 011'" forever. !be values stored in tbe registers of all processors of distance tl+ 1 ~

die I'OOl wiD not be chanaed ..y more. Ia pIl1icular ~ neilhbOn of all processors of distance d from

therootwiU _cIIInp .~1URdintheir,....an)'1IICR.1f Pi isa~ofdistaDce < d+l from the
root tbe:n CICIa ra4 KIioeIftcr CI

_ ' ORO ~. ill .......

all ~ of ~ < 4+1 from &he IOOL

variables 10 its flnalsJationary value. This again is true for

n..s there is a confiptadon t~ reached by the system. such that

every ~ cfoUoWal ca aliafica ~ (e) for tl+l.

Let P, be
~ d+l from the lOOt.

,y

, praceaor of dia.co >'4+1. from &he root. The neighbors of Pl~ all of distance
(d) of &he incIIIction h1JX)lbeais ~a from t;41

and onwards each neighbor, PJ of

Pi satis8ea rJi~"~ d. Thcnfcn. whene_ PJ OXCQIlCI ~ (*),ner c,. rJae value assigned 10 the variable disl
is > d+l. QnI:o this value ~ to aU rep-. of P, ~ (d) is

son or cIiSCInc:e

_fled

for Pl' The same holds for lI11 paces-

> 4+1 fnlIn tbc J:9Ol Hence -there ii .~ft~ '3 ~ by !be I)'stem. such that every

confiSW'llion followina

ill:ldafiea IIICI1iOfl (d) for tl+l. Let '41•• be the liter <:onftguratkm among C2 and C3' It is

easy 10 see th4t indeedcYtf)' c:onfi&tnIion c foUowina t;~'1

-t1cs assertions (aHd) ford+l. 0

CorollarJ U The pio&oeOl ....nred ib9ve dllClf llabilizina rela&ivc 10 the set LST.
A sample execution Qf the prp&ocOI is ~. in Pi~ 4.2. For simpJicily of presentation it is assumed that

this execution is under distributed (lemon. 1ba& is. each acdvadon of a processor consists of'reading all neighbors'
registm and writina 10 aU ill ~ In thiS'ftswe configurations arc ordered clockwise ~g from the upper left

comer. Processors., drawn .. frIrned squares. wh«c 1hc root lies in ~ lower righlcomer. The links of each pro-
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cesser are oolercd clockwise starting from its upper left comer. The numbers in the center of each processor
represent the distance field of its registers. Processors which can change some register are marked by a boldface
frame. The links which belong to the tree are also boldfaced. Before stabilization is reached those links do not necessarily form a spanning tree.

Insert figure 4.2

Note: The spanning bee protocol bears some similarity to the ARPANET routing protocol [Ta8I] (that latter pr0tocol assumes a different model).

5. Mutual·Exc:luslOll Protocol for Dynamic: Tree Systems
In this section we present a self stabilizing mutual excl\JSion protocol for systems whose communication graph is a

directed tree, rooled at the (special) root processor. Let Pi be an arbitrary processor. The sons of Pi are ordered from
left 10 right by some arbitrary order OJ. Mter stabilizing, an execution of the protocol proceeds in phases. In each
phase each processor becomes privileged at least once. The first privileged processor in each phase is the root. Following its first activation the root (recursively) passes the privilege to (the subtrees rooted at) its sons in a left to right
order. A processor Pi that becomes privileged passes the privilege to its leftmost SOD. Once the privilege is passed to
all process<n in the subtree rooted at this son it is returned to Pi. Subsequently the privilege is passed to the second

from left son of Pi and so on. The phase ends when the righunost son of the root returns the privilege to the, root
itself. Hence execution of each phase corresponds to a DFS tour of the whole tree.
Let e=(PrP6) be a link of the communication tree directed from a father PI to its son P6. The link is implemented using two registers, the instruct register, rl6' is written to by PI and read from by P6. The confirm register,
r~,

is written to by P6 and read from by PI. Both registers have a color field whose possible values are 0 and 1. In t&e

sequel we refer to the value stored in the color field of a register r as the color ofr. In case the color of rft is equal to

the color of r~ we say that e is balanced and that its color is the common color of its two registers, othetwise e is
lUIbalance(l. The privilege is passed from PI to P6 by unbalancing e. The privilege is returned from P6 to PI by
rebalancing e. At the beginning of each phase the color of all registers of the system is the same. If this value is 0 (I)
we say that the tree is colored by 0 (1). Each phase recolors the tree from its current color to the opposite color. In
addition to its color field each instruct register has a binary close field which is essential in assuring correctness of
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the protocol in the presence of readlwrite atomicity.

Let Pi be an arbitrary processor. For each neighbor p), Pi keeps in its local memory two internal variables, irji

and orli' These internal variables function as images of the color of rji and rli respectively. Whenever Pi reads rj& it

assigns the read value into irji. Similarly, whenever Pi writes into rii' it assigns rii the contents of or;;. A pictorial
representation of a processor Pi together with its father PI and one of its three sons p. appears in Figure 5.1.
Insert Figure 5.1 here
The state set of P j is Si. Assume that Pj has I sons. The set Sj is defined by the value of Pi'S pc, by the values of the

variables

OTilt •••

,oru and ir u , ... ,iru corresponding to P;'s outgoing links, and in case P j is not the root. by the

value of the variables ir, and or, corresponding to its incoming link. The states in Sj satisfy the following properties:
(PI) For some jo, 1 S jo S I, all variables orlJ' lSj<jo have the same color. All variables orj), joSjSl have the
opposite color. When jo > I, the registers riio-l and riio are called the left border register and right border

register, respectively.
(P2) If Pi is not a root processor and if jo ofP) above is larger than 1 then the value of orjf is equal to that of oril'
(P3) Any combination of values of ir II,

•••

,ir/i and irfl is allowed.

In Lemma 5.1 it will be shown that the above properties are invariants of the protocol.

The set C of system configurations consists of all possible combinations of processor states and register values.

Note that we allow configurations in which the value of the register rli is not equal to the value of the corresponding
internal variables orii and irq. In other words: It is not assumed that a processor has a priori knowledge of the actual
value written in any register.
The code of the"Pt'Otocol, for the root and for the other ~rocessors, appears in Figure 5.2. The code is written

for Pi with I sons. For simplicity, we denote the jth son of P j by Pj' The father of P j is PI' A root processor is
privileged if its pc points at line 22 and the predicate all_oUl_linJcs_balanced holds for it (note that the predicates

in_link_unbalanced and not (done) are Siways true for it). A normal processor is privileged if its pc points at line 13
and the predicates

al'-oUlJinJcs_balanced, inJink_Illlbalanced and done are true, or if its pc points at line 22 and the

predicates al'-ouUinks_balanced and in_link_unbalanced are true, and the predicate done is false for iL We shall
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show that eventually. only privileged processors may change the color of their registers. In addition we define an

at:tive processor as a proces8(X' whose all outgoing links are balanced. and its incoming link is unbalanced. The root
processor is at:tive whenever all its outgoing links are balanced, a leaf processor (i.e. processor without any sons) is

at:tive whenever its incoming link is unbalanced. While the definition of a privileged processor depends only on its
stale and not on the value of any register, the definition of an active processor depends on the values of the registers
of its links. In the sequel we will show that once the system stabilizes, every configuration has exactly one active
processor and that only an active processor might be pivileged.

1

Root: do forever

2

tor m:=l to I do write r.. := <or_,O>;

3

tor m:=1 to I do ir,..;:=read(r,..;);

4

it (al'-out)inJc_balanced) then instruct-"ext_son;

5

od

6
7

Other: do forever
tor m:=1 to I do write r.. := <or..,O>;

10

write ri/::r::ori/;
repeat (try to read the instruct register of your incoming link)
ir}:=read(r});

11

uti) irfi.close

12

tor m:=1 to I do ir,..;:=read(r,..;);

13

It (al'-out)inks_balanced) and (in}ink_unbalanced)

8
9

14

=0;

then (you are pivileged)
it done then begin orlf:=irfi.color. write'i/:=O'i/ end; (balance incoming link)

15
16

else instruct_nul_son;

(unl>alance next outgoing link)

17

od

18
19
20

Procedure instruct_next_son:

21
23

irJo' := read (rJo');
it (aleouUinJc_balanced) and (in_'inJc_unbalanced) and (not done)
then begin oriJo :=oot orij.; write rUo := <oriJo'O>: end

24

else write riio.close := 0;

22

(make your next son active by unbalancing its incoming link)

(in this procedure, the value of j 0 is assumed to be as defined by property (p 1) above}
write rq•.close := 1;

1

Figure 5.2: The Mutual-Exclusion protocol/or Dynamic Tree Systems.
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In the protocol several predicates are used. These predicates, which are defined ovel' the possible values of internal
variables only, are:
(1)

all_ouUinks_balanced holds if or.. =ir",; for m=I, ... ,I. (this holds vacuously for a leaf, i.e. when 1=0).

(2)

in}ink_unbalanced holds if ori/ ¢irfi.color. (this predicate is always true for the root processor).

(3)

done is true when for m =I, ••• ,I, or.. =orjl and ori/ ¢oril (i.e., when all sons have already been instructed;
this predicate is always true for a leaf, and is always false for the root).

In order to prove that the protocol is self stabilizing we first define the set LSM of legal sequences of system
configurations. Any sequence seLSM satisfies the following:
[Exclusion]: In each configuration c of s at most one processor is privileged.
[Fairness]: During s each processor is privileged infinitely often.
Lemma 5.1: [closure of leg~te states]: If a processor P is at a state satisfying properties (PI) - (P3) above, then
every subsequent state of P also satisfies (PI) - (P3).
Proor: By induction on the number of atomic steps executed by the prpcessor P. Assume that (PI) - (P3) hold after
i-I steps were executed, and consider P after executing the ith atomic step.
Oearly, the only properties that have to be taken care of are (PI) and (P2). These properties are given in terms
of the values of the variables or,. Thus, if none of these variables is changed during the ith step then the claim holds
by induction. Otherwise, one of these variables is updated in line 15 or line 23 of the protocol. Assume now the value
of ori/ is updated by executing line 15. This could happen only if the predicate done is true before the value of ori/ is
changed. But this implies that after ori/ is is changed all the variables or, have the same color, and hence (PI) and
(P2) hold trivially. The case where one of the variables

or, is changed by executing line 23 is proved similarly. 0

In the following lemmas we use E to denote a fair arbitrary execution.
Lemma 5.2: If during E the colors of alrregisters.in the system are constant then there exists a configuration c, in E
such that for every subsequent configuration Cu

(u~)

the value of the close field of all instruct registers is O.

Proof: We prove the lemma by showing that for every processor

Pi

in the system there is an index o(i) (o(i)

depends on E) such that in the configuration Co(i) of E, the value of the close field of all the instruct registers of Pi is

o and that this value is not changed in any configuration in E after co(i)' The proof proceeds by induction on d, the
distance of Pi from the rooL
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Base Case: d=O. In this case P; is the root pocessor. The program for the root processor is a single loop. By the
fairness of S it holds that during E, the root executes this loop infinitely often. In particular lines 2 and 3 of the root's

program are executed infinitely often. In line 2 the root sets the value of the close field of all its instruct registers to O.
In addition in line 2 the root sets the values of the color field of every instruct register r;", to the value of its internal
variable or;",. In line 3 the root reads the confinn registers of all its sons; for every register r"g, P; sets the value of
the inlt2n8l variable ir",; to the value it read from r"g. Let coCi) be the first configuration in E after the root executed
lines 2,3 fm' the first time. In coCl) the values of all close fields in all instruct registers of the root are 0 and for every
son Pili of the root ir",;=r",; and or;",=rilll.color. By the assumption that no color field is changed during E, any further
read action does not change the value of ir",;. By the same assumption the'value of or;", is not changed either.
The only place where the value of the close field of any register is set to 1 is inside the procedure
instrucu,ext_son. To complete the proof it suffices to show that following CDC;) the root never executes this pr0-

cedure. Assume towards a contradiction that instrucl_next_son is executed by the root starting from configuration'ci'
(k~

(i». We reach a contradiction by showing that in this case the root also changes the color of some instruct regis-

ter. Following CDC'') instrucl_next_son is executed only if the predicate all_olll_liMs_balanced holds. While executing instrucl_next_son the root computes the index jo of the processor which will be "instructed". After that the root

checks whether the link connecting it to Pi, is balanced. We have already proved that in evf:Zy configuration that follows CDC;) it holds that fm' all j, irji=Tj; and oriJ=ri).color, hence in Ci and every subsequent configuration all out links
of the root are indeed balanced. In particular the link between the root and Pie is balanced. In this case the root
instructs Pie by changing the color of tij" contradiction.
Induction Step: We assume correctness of the lemma for all processors of distance d from the rool Let P; be an
arbitrary processor of distance d+l from the 'tOOl We show the existence of a configuration CDC;) after which the
value of the close field in every instruct register of P; is 0 forever.
The program of a non-root.~m' P; is composed of a main loop and an inner loop. In the inner loop P;

waits until it finds that the value of ali close fields of its father P, is O. Once this happens P; proceeds to execute the
main loop. P, is in distance d from the rool By the induction hypothesis there is a configuration in E, co(f), such that
in every configuration of E following coif) it holds that the value of the close field of the register r" is O. By the fairness of S, P; is activated infinitely often after coif). Since after coif) the value of the close field of r/& is always 0, P;
does not get stuck in its inner loop after Coif) and executes its main loop infinitely often. Let CDC;) be the configuration
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reached by the system right aftez' Pi executes lines 7 to 12 for the first time after cO(J). By an argument similar to the
one used in the proof of the base case it can be shown that in Co (i) the value of all close fields of Pi is 0 and that these
fields will not be changed in E any more. 0
Lemma 5.3: EvenbJally. the color of at least one register in the system'is changed.
Proof: Assume towards a contradiction that E is a fair execution during which no processor changes the color of any
of its registers. By lemma 5.2 there exist a configuration c,

(t~)

in E such that for every configuration c. (u~) every

close field holds O.

Case 1: In c, all the links of the root are balanced
By the assumption no color field is changed. Hence in any configuration in E all outgoing links of the root are
balanced. The progmm for the root processor consists of a single loop. By the fairness of S this loop is exe.cuted infiilitely often during E. In particular lines 2 and 3 are executed infinitely often. Whenever these two
lines are executed the root reads the registers of all its sons. Once these registers are read the root "discovers"
that all its outgoing links are balanced. and unbalances the right of border link by executing the procedure

instruct

nat SOli.

Case 2: In c, there is at least one unbalanced link.
By the assumption no color field is changed. Hence any unbalanced (balanced) link in c, remains unbalanced
(balanced) during E. Consider an unbalanced link (Pr+Pi) of maximal distance from the root. The incoming
link of Pi is unbalanced and alilhe outgoing links of Pi are balanced in any configuration of E. The progmm of
the non-root processor Pi is composed of a main loop and an inner loop. After the system reaches c, the value
of rIt.close is zm> and lhe main loop is executed infinitely often. Let c.

(u~) be

the first configuration after Pi

executes lines 7 to 12. In its first step following c•• Pi discovers that the predicates altout_links_balanced and

ill)inJc_unbalanced hold. Once this happens. Pi either changes the color of the right of border register (in case
the predicate done does not hold) or it balances the incoming link (in case the predicate done holds). contradiction. 0
Corollary 5.4: In every fair execution the color of at least one register is changed infinitely often.
Proof: The proof is immediate by a repeated application of lemma 5.3. 0
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In the next lemmas we show that if the color of one register is changed infinitely often, then so is the col<r of
every register in the system.
Lemma 5.5:
(a)

If a processor Pi changes the col<r of one of its registers infinitely often, Then Pi execute the main loop of its

code (lines 24 or lines 7-16) infinitely often.

(b)

Once a normal (root) processor Pi executes lines 7-8 (line 2), it holds that in every subsequent configuration,
rij

=orij for any neighbor Pj of Pi.

Proof: (a) follows by the observation that during one execution of its main loop, a processor may change the color of
each of its registers at most twice (and after the first time it completed its main loop, it may change in a single execution of the main loop the col<r of at most one register, at most once). (b) holds trivially immediately after executing
the aforementioned lines, and since no other process<r can write into Pi'S registers, it follows easily by observing

that in any subsequent atomic step, PI changes the color of rij iff it changes the color of orij' D
Lemma 5.6: Let (Pr+PI) and (Pi-+Pj ) be two successive linlcs in the tree. Then
(a)

If the color of rif is cha'1ged infinitely often, so is the color of rij.

(b)

If the color of rif is changed infinitely often, so is the color of r".

(c)

If the color of ri) is changed infinitely often, so is the color of rji'

(d)

If the color of rlj is changed infinitely often, so is the color of rif.

Proof: First, observe that each of the assumptions in (a) - (d) implies that the consequences of Lemma 5.5 hold for
Pi'

(a)

Each time rif is changed, the predicate done holds for Pi' in particular orif*orij, and hence, By Lemma 5.5(b),
rif*ri). The last inequality implies that between any two successive changes of rif' rij is change([ too.

(b)

Assume that (b) is false. Then eventually the color of

r" is fixed forever. Without loss of generality assume

that at that point rlt.color =0. By Lemma 5.5(a) Pi executes its main loop infinitely often. In particular Pi reads
rlt infinitely often, thus eventually the color of ir" will also become 0, and stay so forever. By our assumption

the color of rif changes infinitely often. By Lemma 5.5(b) the color of orif also changes infinitely often. This
means that after the color of irl! becomes 0 for the last time the color of orif will become 0 too. From this point
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onwards, the predicate inJw_unbalanced is false and in particular after this point. Tif cannot be changed from

oto I, contradiction.
(c)

The proof is similar to that of (b), by observing that if (c) is false, then eventually the predicate

all_oUl_/w_balancea is violated forever.
(d)

We consida two cases:

If j ~ I, then property (P2) of the processors states guarantees that wheneva the color of T;J is changed (by
executing line 23 of the code), it is colored to 0 (1) iff OTif is 1 (0), and hence OTif is changed infinitely often;
since eventually OTif =Tif foreva, this means that also Tif changes its color infinitely often.

Assume now that j

= I, and that Tif is changed only finitely many times.

Without loss of generality assume

that eventually the value of Tif (and hence also of OTif) is 0 forever. This means that eventually, whenever P;
computes the predicates in line 22 of the code, and bothjo = 1 and the color of T;l (and hence of OT; 1) is I, the
truth value computed in that line must be false.

Hence, Pi will never change the color of Til from 1 fD 0; a

contradiction. 0

LemmaS.7:
(a)

The value of every registel' is changed infinitely often, hence by Lemma 5.5(b), every processor executes its
main loop infini~ly often.

(b)

EvenlUallf OTii,

=~ij for a1lj an~ j.

Proof: (b) follows from (a) by Lemma 5.5(b), so we only have fD prove (a). By Lemma 5.3, the color of some registel' is changed infinitely often. By a repeated application of (b) and (d) of Lemma 5.6, this implies that the color of a
register of the root processor is changed infinitely often. Assume that the root has I sons. Wheneva the root colors a
registel', the value of jo defined in property (PI) is increased by 1 (mod f). This means that the color of all the root's
registel'S is changed infinitely often. The proof is now completed by a repeated application of (a) "and (c) of Lemma
5.6.0
Consider a link (PrP.), whose registers are Tf. and T1/' In lhe next lemma it is shown that, eventually, whenever Pf executes line 23 it unbalances the link, and that whenever p. executes line 15 it rebalances it At any given
configuration, the behavior of the protocol on the link (PrP.) can be described by the values of the link registers

T"

and Tf.' and the values of th~ local variables OTf.' OT"', iTf. and iT1/' By Lemma 5.7 it holds that eventually OTft =Tf.
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and

0'" =,,,in any configuration. Therefore eventually in any configuration c the link (P,-+P,) is fully described by

the 4-tuple (i,,, ",.colo, -+'" i",.colo,), which is called the link tkscripto' of the link (P,-+P,) in c. The two cen-

tral bits are the actual colors of the link's registers, while the leftmost (rightmost) bit is the local information of P,
(P,) on the color of '" (",). We use (10 -+ 0 O),[P, read],(O 0 -+ 00) to denote the change of the link descriptor

from (l 0 -+ 0 0) to (00 -+ 00) by a read opemtion of PI' A priori, the link descriptor may be any combination of
binary values. In Figure ... the In the following lemma we ~ow that the link. behaves properly, according to the pr0tocol:

Lemma 5.8:: In every fair execution of the protocol, eventually the link descriptor of every link in the network is
changed repeatedly according to the following legitimate cycle:

(0 0 -+ 0 O),[P,write],(O 1 -+ 0 O),[P, read], (0 1 -+ 0 1),[P, write],
(0 1 -+ 1 1),[P, read],(l 1 -+ 1 1),[P, write], (l 0 -+ 1 1),[P, read],
(1 0 -+ 1 O),[P, write],(l 0 -+ 0 O),[P, read],(0 0 -+ 0 0).
A pictorial representation of some of the possible changes of a link descriptor appears in Figure 5.3. In this figure
registers and variables whose value is 0 (1) are represented as empty (dark) squares. The legitimate cycle is drawn
by continuos lines. The illegitimate cycle drawn by dashed lines is prevented by use of the close field of the link.
Insert Figure 5.3
Proof: Consid~ a configuration in which,ft
may change the color of 'I' only when

=0'ft

and,,, =

0'" for every link. (PJ-+P,).

In such a configmation, P,

'I' = i,,, (otherwise, aICoul_linJcs_balanced does not hold).

Similarly, P,

may change the color of '1/ only if,,, 'F- i", (otherwise, in_linJc_unbalanced does not hold). Using this, it is straightforward to check that if the link descriptor is in the legitimate cycle, then it can be changed only to its successor in
the legitimate cycle. Hence, it is sufficient to show that the link deScriptor ~verges to one of the values in the legitimate cycle. We prove below that, assuming that

0'" ='I' and 0',,= '''' this happens after the first time P, executes

the function instruct_next_son with io =s (recall that by Lemma 5.7 (a), this happens infinitely often).
In every execution of inst,uct_next_son with io =s, P, closes 'I' for reading, reads the value of '''' writes into

'I'

(if necessary), and opens 'ft for reading (lines 20-24 of the code). Call the sequence of configurations during

which P, executes these opemtions the close pe,iod of 'ft. Consider an outgoing link of PI' (P,-+P,) and trace its
descriptor during the close period of 'I"~ During the close period P, can change the color of '" (by executing line 15)
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at most once, since after any such change, p. must read r/l' Whenevt"Z p. reads r/l during the close period of rl.' it
remains in its inner loop (lines 9-11) until the close period is finished. The following three cases sum up the possible
ways in which the link. descriptor might be changed by p., during the close period of r/I:
Case 1: p. does not change r11/ during the close period.
Case 1: p. changes r11/ before PI reads from il
Case 3: p. changes r11/ after PI reads from il
In the first two cases PI reads the updated value of r11/ and unbalances the link (if it is not already unbalanced)
hence the link descriptor at the end of the close period is either ( 1 0 -+ 1 ? ) or ( 0 1 -+ 0 ? ) (the question.mark
stands for eitht"Z 0 or I), which are all in the legitimate cycle. The third case'starts as follows: PI reads r11/' then p.
changes the color of r11/ to be the same as irl.' At this stage the link descriptor is either (0 ? -+ I 1) or (1 ? -+ 00). At
the end of the close period, PI tries to unbalance the link using the last (not updated) color it read from r11/' Thus the

value of the link descriptor at the end of the close period is eitht"Z ( 0 1 -+ 1 1 ) or ( 1 0 -+ 0 0 ) which are both in the
legitimate cycle. 0
We proceed by combining the above results in order to show that eventually the system convt"Zges to a
configuration in which all registers and internal variables have the same color.
Lemma 5.9:: There are configurations in E in which all the registers and internal variables have the same color.

Proot: Consider a suffix E' of E in which all link deScriptors behave according to the legitimate cycle of Lemma 5.8.
When all link descriptors are in the legitimate cycle, the predicate all_oul_links_balanced holds for p. only when all
its outgoing links are indeed balanced. Thus in E', whenevt"Z PI changes the value of rl. and unbalances the link
(PJ-+P.), p. subsequently changes the value of rll/ and rebalances (PJ-+P.) only after all its own outgoing links are

balanced and are all colored by the color of rl.' In other words: In E', the values of the registers rl. and r11/ are
changed in an alternating way. Using this fact, we prove the following:
Claim: Eventually, for each link (PrP.), p. writes 0 in r11/ only when all the registers and variables in the subtree
rooted at p. are colored by O.

Proof ot claim: The proof is by induction on h, the height of the subtree rooted at p•. It holds trivially if p. is a leaf.
Asswne this holds for any processor P such that the height of the subtree rooted at P is smallt"Z then h. Let the height
of the subtree rooted at p. be h. Consider a configuration in which Pf writes 0 into rf., setting the link. descriptor to (1
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o ~ 1 1). It was already proved thatP. will rebalance the link only after the registers of all its outgoing 1inks are balanced and colored O. Assuming that the lint descriptors are changed according to the -legitimate cycle, those outgoing links could be balanced only by the sons of p•. Hence, by induction, all the subtrees rooted at p. 's sons satisfy
the induction hypochesis, and so does the subtree rooted at p•. This proves the claim.
The proof of the lemma is completed by applying the claim to the links emanating from the root processor. For

this, consider a configmation c in which all the root registers are colored 0 (there are infinitely many such
configmations in E • see proof of Lemma 5.7), and all the lint descriptors are changed according to the legitimate
cycle. Then there is a configuration c' following c in which all the root's outgoing links are balanced to 0 (otherwise
the root will never col<r any of its registers). But c' could be reached only by having all the root sons balancing their

incoming links to 0, which by the claim means that all the registers and variables in their subtrees are colored 0, and
hence all the registers and variables in the systems are colored O. 0
We proceed by showing that eventually, in any configmation at most one processor is privileged.
Lemma S.10: Eventually the following hold:
(a)

A processor is pivileged only if it is active.

(b)

In every cmfigmation there is exactly one active processor.

Proof: Recall that a privileged processor in our protocol is a processor P which is in line 13 (22) of its code and the
predicates in_link_unbalanced and al(.ouUink_balanced are true, and the JRdicate done is true (false) if it is in line

13 (22). Once every link descriptor is in- the legitimate cycle, those Predicates are true fur P only if it is active (i.e.,

t

indeed the incoming link of P is unbalanced and its outgoing 1inks ~ "'balanced). this proves (a). To prove (b), it

suffices to prove that eventually there is at most one processor for which the incoming lint is unbalanced (or it is the
root) and all its outgoing links

~~.

We will prove the following sbOnger result:

Claim: Eventually, in every configmation there is at most one processor, say P, whose incoming link is unbalanced
(or he is the root), and all its outgoing link are balanced. Moreover, all the links in the system are balanced, except
the links on the path from the root to P.

A sample execution of this protocol is depicted in Figure 5.4. In this figure the path of unbalanced links leading from
the root to the active processor and the active processor itself are represented by boldface arrows and a boldface

frame respectively.
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Insert Figure 5.4

Proor or Claim: By induction on the order of the configuration in E. The induction base is a configwation c,. in
which all registers and variables are colored 0, which satisfies the claim. Assume that the claim holds for certain
configuration c, (t ~ u). We have to show that it holds also for f,+1'
Let P be the only active processor in c,. If the atomic step between c, and C'+1 did not change the value of any

register then we are done. If the atomic step changed the value of some register say r, then r is a register of P (since

P is the only processor in which the predicates above are true, and only such a processor may write). By using the
fact that every link descriptor is in the legitimate cycle, it holds that if r is a register of an outgoing link then P unbalances it, and the claim holds for P's son. If it is P's incoming link, then P balances it, and the claim holds for P's
father. This complete the proof of the claim, and hence of the Lemma. 0
Corollary 5.11: The protocol is self stabilizing relative to the set LSM.

Proof: By lemma 5.10 at most one privileged processor exist hence the [exclusion] requirement holds.
By Lemma 5.7 each processor executes line 15 or 23 infinitely often hence the [fairness] requirement holds. 0
Note: We had, in fact, proved that a configuration in which all the registers and internal variables have the same
colors, and in which all the link descriptor are in the legitimate cycle, is a safe

confi~on

(w.r.l our protocol).

Hence our.: protocol is s,elf stabilizing in the strong sense (see discussion at the end of Section 2).
6. Mutual-Exclusion Protocol for Dynamic Networks

In this section we combine the protocols from the previous sections to obtain a muwat exclusion protocol for
dynamic networks. The tool uses! is Fair Protocol Composition. This tool, which is described below, is extended and
discussed in greater details in [DIM89b].
We start with few definitions. Let LS be a task defined for a system whose communication graph is G. Then

LS is a graph specificalion task if the following holds: For each sequence seLS and for each configuration ces, the
value of each register of each link detennines whether this link belongs to a specified graph. In case the link belongs
to the specified graph, the values of the registers of this link (which should be consistent) may also specify the direc-

tion of the link. The specified graph and the directions of the linlcs are constant throughout s. (Note that the specified
~h

is not necessarily a subgraph of G, since the nature of the links may be mOdified by the task). A protocol

which realizes a graph specifying task is a graph specifying protocol. The spanning tree protoeQI presen~ in section
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4 is a graph specifying protocol. Two more graph specifying protocols are presented in [U89].
Let PR 1 and PR 2 be dynamic self stabilizing protocols, such that PR 1 is a graph specifying protocol. The

Fair Composition of PR 1 and PR 2 is a protocol PR in which:
(8)

evezy register duplicates the corresponding registers of PR 1 and PR 2.

(b)

Every processor executes steps of PR 1 and PR 2 altematingly.

(c)

While executing steps of PR 2' only links specified ,?y PR 1 are considered.
Consider an execution of a fair composition of PR 1 and PR 2, in which PR 1 is already stabilized. This execu-

tion defines in 8 natural wayan execution of PR 2 on the graph specified by PR 1 in this execution. This implies the
following:

Theorem '.1: Let t1 and

r

be families of graphs, and let PR 1 and PR 2 be dynamic self stabilizing protocols.

Assume that PR 1 is a graph specifying protocol with communication graph Det1, which always specifies a graph

Ge r, and that PR 2 is a protocol for systems with communication graph Ge r. for a task LS. The fair composition of
PR 1 IW1 PR 2 is a dynamic self stabilizing potocol with communication graph De t1 which realizes the task LS.

Proof: Consider a fair execution E of PRo PR 1 is self stabilizing, hence there is a suffix E of E which specifies a
II'IPh Ger. Let Co be the first configuration in E. Consider the behavior of the steps of ~R2 executed dming E.

Starting from

Co

the graph G is determined and fixed. ·Since PR 2 is dynamic and self stabilizing the sequence of

these steps has a suffix in LS. 0
As a result of Theorem 6.1 we get the following corollary:

Corollary '.2: The fair composition of the spanning tree potocol with the mutual exclusion potocol is a mutuM
exclusion protocol on systems with an arbilrary dynamic communication graph. This protocol is COIreCt in the presence of read/write demon.
7. Concluding Remarks
Self stabilization was defined as an independent property of protocols. The viability of the new definitions was
demonstrated by presenting self stabilizing protocol for mutual exclQsion in dynamic systems with arbitrary communication graph. The protocol is correct with respect to the most re~ed kind of atomicity.
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In some papers, self stabilization appears with no requirement fmn the

schedul~

to be fair [Di74]. The

requirement of fairness is replaced there by a weak~ requirement, that can be described as follows: Define a processor P as active in a configmation c if in the execution which starts frOm configuration c, and in which P is the only
processor that makes atomic steps, eventually P changes the value of some register (in previous models, this
definition of active coincide with the definition of a privileged processor). At any given configuration, the schedulez
is free to choose any active processor. It can be shown that all our protocols are correct with respect to this less res-

tricted definition of a scheduler, under an appropriate modification of the definition of "fair protocol composition".
The spanning tree protocol presented here uses registers whose size is unbounded. If an a priori bound 8 on
the diameter of the system is known then the size of each register is O(1og8). In a forthcoming paper [DIM89a] we

present a spanning tree protocol in which the size of the registers is constant. The fair protocol composition of this
protocol with the mutual exclusion prococol for directed trees pesented here, provides a self stabilizing protocol for
dynamic networks in which the size of communication registers is bounded.
Composition of potocols is interesting since the correctness proof of the resulting protocol might be carried in
stages. In [DIM89b] we study fair program composition in a more formal fashion.
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Figure 4.2: Execution sample of VIe spanning tree protocol.
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Figure 5.1: Processor description.
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Figure 5.4: Execution sample of the mutual exclusion protocol.
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